4-H Market Swine
Class 01

Class VSS
Placing ID #

1

4-H Market Swine
Class 02

Champion 4-H/Grange/Ind
Market Swine

110

Exhibitor Name

Club/Chapter/Grange
or Independent

David Adkins McCarver

Bloomington Boosters
4-H Club

Tag
ID

Reason

158

Really nice gilt who is well balanced and yet still powerful with good
shape from blade to hip. Fresher appearing and longer bodied than
barrow in second. A bit hard to see her from all angles, needs a bit
more flex in her rear pasterns from a structural standpoint.

2

107

Madison Aubel

Independent

205

Good video. Very heavy structured, big chested barrow that is level
designed and good in his body volume and dimension. I'd like to set
him back a bit in the angle of his blade , lengthen his hip and give him a
shot more stifle and lower ham to match his hip width up high, but
that's being critical of a nice barrow.

3

22

Kyndra Moore

Bloomington Boosters
4-H Club

160

High cutability gilt, good carcass merit. Skin and hair good. Needs to
be a bit looser in her spine and softer flanked to be ideal but a high
quality gilt overall.

161

Very practical and efficient appearing barrows who is heavy duty and
has enough power. To be critical, he gets more plain in his appearance
and muscle shape and needs to be more attractive in the set of his
rear leg.

4

100

Onica Shipley

Bloomington Boosters
4-H Club

5

115

Clarissa Adkins
McCarver

Bloomington Boosters
4-H Club

157

Good cutability and carcass merit in this long-bodied gilt. Not many
good views from the side, but she definitely needs opened up in her
chest and lower one-third, one of the narrower based animals in the
class.

6

19

Samantha Olmedo

Bloomington Boosters
4-H Club

165

Long bodied, clean fronted barrow that is well presented. Needs to
be more massive through chest, rib and lower hip. Hip is a bit too
short and rear leg needs more flex to hock and lower joints.

Exhibitor Name

Club/Chapter/Grange
or Independent

Tag
ID

Reason

203

Good gilt that dominates the class from end to end. Fresh,
powerful, with still plenty of look and balance. If I was to change
her, I'd like to see her set down with a bit more comfort and authority
off her rear skeleton and pick her up off her pasterns, but an easy
class winner in my opinion.

Class VSS
Placing ID #

1

146

Kailey Rice

Independent

2

24

Trista Regner

Independent

207

Well presented, really massive barrow that is good in his body
volume and flank. He is so out on the corners that it hurts him
structurally though, and he gets outside himself at his hock and
awkward in his travel on the drive.

3

102

Victor Bautista

Bloomington Boosters
4-H Club

162

Useful, relatively problem-free gilt that is good on her feet and
legs. However, she appears more mature about her chine, plainer in
her muscle shape, and narrower based than others in the class.

4

8

Madison Miller

Independent

206

Plenty of length and carcass merit in this Spotted barrow. I wish he
could put it all together in a nicer balanced package, however, as he
gets off in his topline and hip and has too much set to his rear leg.

4-H Market Swine
Class 03

Reserve Champion 4H/Grange/Ind Market Swine

4-H Market Swine
Class 04

5

109

Madden Vennes

High Desert magic 4h

192

Lean, shapely gilt with plenty of cutability and a good skin and hair
coat.She is frailer featured and more closed up underneath
however, and doesn't have the skeletal dimension that I'd like to see.

6

51

Colby Affleck

High desert
challengers 4h club

183

Deep bodied barrow. Needs to be more compositionally correct,
longer bodied and needs to be more flexible off both ends.

Exhibitor Name

Club/Chapter/Grange
or Independent

Tag
ID

Reason

Class VSS
Placing ID #

1

147

Kailey Rice

Independent

202

Well presented and shown. Barrow is high quality from the side and
good in his composition. Ideally, I'd like to strengthen him on his
pasterns and behind his blade.

2

7

Ruby Quintana

High desert
challengers 4h

185

Good carcass merit and overall balance. Doesn't drive well and a bit
downheaded, but generally a good all round gilt. Could blend
smoother at ham-loin junction.

3

112

Brinley Wright

High Desert Magic 4H

190

Shapely high cutability gilt with plenty of mass. Tighter moving than
I'd like, just needs to be looser skeletoned and a bit softer in her
flank.

4

47

Andrew Hyatt

High desert magic 4h

189

Really powerful and massive gilt that will certainly cut a big loineye.
Needs to be a rib longer and would like to see her tie her neck into
the top of her blade better and loosen her up in her hip.

5

91

Isabelle Del Toro

Independent

200

Nice practical made gilt that is stout in her feature. Adequate muscle
and body, but one that reads plainer in her design and a bit tight in
her hip and rear skeleton.

6

106

Justin Angel

High Desert Magic 4H

191

Barrow that reads with enough mass and correct in his fat cover.
Too frail in his bonework and needs to be more attractive from his
blade forward and hip back.

7

116

Noah Angel

Hi Desert Magic 4H

193

Really heavy structured, long bodied barrow, good in his feet and
legs. Too mature and stale in his appearance, needs more mass out of
the back side of his blade and stifle.

8

12

Payten Mae Metten

High Desert
Challengers

184

Long bodied, big scaled barrow. Too tender on his rear wheels for
me today and just gets too narrow based and closed up underneath
to be a real contender.

Exhibitor Name

Club/Chapter/Grange
or Independent

Tag
ID

Reason

Class VSS
Placing ID #

1

104

Madison Aubel

Independent

2

126

Landen Wilburn

Maverick's

Video resolution tough to see in detail. Very well shown barrow that
is stout boned, flexible and really level from blade to hip.
204
Compositionally, I'd like to make him a bit fresher and more crisp in his
top shape and clean him up in his lower 1/3.

232

Practical, muscular barrow that is a bit too round in his makeup and
hip.

3

128

Jayden Wilburn

Maverick's 4H

229

Big bodied, practical hog that just needs to be leaner and more
expressive in his muscle pattern.

4

5

Sara quintana

High desert
challengers 4h

186

Big performance oriented Duroc barrow. Good feed floor hog, but
needs a shot more lower rib and needs to base wider as he goes away.

5

85

Andrew Clark

High Desert Magic

188

Well presented, good skin/hair coat. Barrow has enough muscle but
is a bit past 12 o'clock on fat cover and needs to be stouter in his
feature.

6

105

Alex Clark

High Desert Magic

187

Barrow is driven well and well presented. Just not enough carcass
merit in this barrow, too flat and frail from end to end and needs
changed in his design from the side.

